Code and title of specialty (direction): 033 «Philosophy»
Title of specialization:
Code and title of the field of knowledge: 03 «Human sciences»
Qualification: Bachelor of Philosophy.
Number of credits: 240 credits ECTS.
Grade of higher education: first (bachelor) corresponds to the sixth qualification level of
National Qualifications Framework of Ukraine.
Requirements to the previous education grade: a person has the right to obtain bachelor’s
degree provided he has complete general secondary education or an education according to Junior Years
Bachelor program. Provided that the previous level is obtained in another country, it is necessary to pass
through the nostrification procedure.
Qualification requirements: document on higher education is issued to the person, who has
successfully completed educational program and passed the certification. Graduation certification is
carried out by an assessment of competence formation degree. Attestation form- comprehensive
certification examination.
Program study results: on the basis of extensive general cultural training to use fundamental
professionally oriented skills and knowledge regarding the generalized object of activity, solve typical
professional tasks foreseen for respective positions, in a certain field of theoretical-advisory or teaching
activity; perform a limited number of production functions associated with the life cycle of the object of
activity, to act in accordance with the specified algorithm , containing a procedure for the partial
construction of the corresponding operations. Theoretical professional activity: to know the current state
and current problems of philosophy; to analyze historical proceses, events, facts, to possess skills of
analyzing cultural life, to master the basic methods and skills of information exchange through the global
computer network “Internet”, to use conceptual knowledge to solve simple standard tasks and problems
of the field; to operate basic concepts and categories of philosophy. Professional organizational activity:
to use theories, principles, methods and concepts of the philosophic and human sciences in training and
professional activity; to inform non-experts about the leading philosophical ideas, problems and their
solutions, as well as their own experience in the field of professional activity. доносити до нефахівців
інформацію про провідні філософські ідеї, проблеми та їх рішення, а також власний досвід у галузі
професійної діяльності. Professional management activity: to monitor current philosophical problems
and scientific trends as for their study and solution.
Employment competences: Bachelor of specialty 033 “Philosophy” can hold positions in
secondary and secondary specialized educational institutions, companies, enterprises, namely: a teacher,
social and political issues adviser ( in public organizations), public relations and press specialist.
Further study perspective: the bachelor of specialty 033 “Philosphy” can continue training on
other educational and qualification level of the master of philosophy in the field 03 “Humanities”,
05”Social and behavioral sciences”.
Department graduating a student with degree: department of philosophy;
Institute/faculty: faculty of law
Educational program supervisor: professor, Ph.D in philosophy Opolonin A.M.,
aopolonin@movr.ru; work number: 0645240342

